ADVENTURE AWAITS...
Your Activity Guide in Ukulhas
Housereef Snorkeling

At a mere 50 feet away, our house reef is a playground for many species of fishes and coral. Grab a mask and a snorkel form the reception and jump in to the water. If you are lucky, you will see the turtles and those beautifully colored gardens.

Forgot your Gear?

We’ve got you covered. Snorkels, masks and fins are available at the reception. Please feel free to use them.

Housereef with Guide

Locals know better! Hire your guide for a tour of the house reef. They know where to look and when to go. If you didn’t see a turtle, perhaps our guide can help you find it. He may also have some other secret sights like an octopus scaring off a lobster.

$35
2-3 hours
Swim with Manta Rays
Meet the butterflies of the sea. A wing span of 4–20 feet. A harmless creature and one of the most fascinating sights of Maldivian waters. They have no sting; they are friendly and love company. You can snorkel with them, swim with them, take some great pictures and be surprised about their unique identity.

$80
Inquire
2-3 hours

Dolphin Cruise
Get lucky. Here is your chance to experience a perfect cruise, with dolphins frolicking around as you witness panoramic views of the horizon and many shades of blue. In the playground we have several species of dolphins, such as Spinners, Bottle-Nosed and many more. Don’t miss them in the wild.

$120
2-3 hours
**Snorkel Safari**

The house reef is only the beginning. At a short boat ride away is where you really need to be. There are live reefs, multi colored fishes, turtles, and even sharks in harmony with each other. We will take you to three or four points all different from one another on a mesmerising adventure.

- $85
- Inquire
- 2-3 hours

**Visit a Sandbank**

Being alone under the sun on a virgin sandbank in the middle of the Indian Ocean, surrounded by an endless lagoon. How does that sound? It may not even be there when you visit next time. Around you is nothing but azure waters, as you sip a drink or have a little private swim. Enjoy it while it is still there.

- $90
- Inquire
- 2-3 hours
GO ON A PICNIC (Rasdhoo Madivaru)

If you love the beach, then you will love Madivaru. It has endless white sandy beaches, a shallow, crystal clear lagoon stretching to miles around you. Also featuring a fish feeding lagoon, where you will enjoy swarms of fishes as you snorkel. Just lie on the beach, read a good book, nibble and swim for as long as you need.

Water Sports

Combine this picnic with water sports at Rasdho island, at a stones throw away. Rent a jet ski or go wakeboarding or kite surfing. Remember to carry some cash as you will have to make the payment directly to them.

| $125 | Inquire | 4-6 hours | Lunch included |
GO ON A PICNIC (MATHIVERI FINOLHU)

Add some Flavors

Our standard picnic menu is enough for a quick brunch style treat. But if you would like something more exotic, please choose your favourites from the Ala Carte Picnic menu.

Price: USD 15.00 per person
(Available for all picnics)

A picnic on an uninhabited island simply completes your Maldives holiday. Whether you are a family, a couple or travelling solo, it is guaranteed to wow you! It has everything you are looking for. We will pack a lunch and leave you there until you have tanned enough. With total privacy, enjoy an unforgettable outing with your loved ones in Maldives.

Mathiveri Finolhu is about 25 minutes by boat.

|$ 140 | 4-6 hours | Lunch included
GO ON A PICNIC (ALIKOI ‘RAH’)

Not many people know about Ali Koi Rah. It is still fairly untouched. If you are seeking ultimate privacy, we recommend spending a day here. Ali Koi Rah is a post card in itself. A perfect gift from nature for us to enjoy. The beach and the surrounding waters are unbeatable, and guaranteed to make you fall in love immediately. Experience tranquillity at its best.

Plan your BBQ

For the complete picnic experience, how about a BBQ on this virgin island? Please consult with us to plan your BBQ.

Visit a Resort

Want to see what a resort island in Maldives is like? Fancy a drink, perhaps? Nika Island Resort, about 20 minutes from here, accepts visitors for a fee, with a half-day resort experience including lunch.

- Charter $130
- Entry fee $75 per
- Lunch included
- 4 hours

Prices may differ. Please consult with us.

Island Hopping

Every island in Maldives is unique. Despite being closer to each other, they vary from the lifestyle, workmanship, infrastructure and have unique island characteristics. Now that you have seen Ukulhas, it is worth checking out another island.

- Charter $150
- Inquire
- 4-6 hours

Entry fee $75 per
Lunch included
4 hours

Prices may differ. Please consult with us.
**Whale Shark Expedition**

One of the hardest creatures to find in Maldivian waters is also the biggest. Our whale shark expedition will take you to the nearest point in South Ari Atoll, where you will be able to swim with the ‘gentle giants’ of the sea. It is something you will treasure for many years. They are huge, majestic, yet innocent and unique. Don’t miss the chance of a lifetime.

per $180 (minimum 5 persons)

- Full day
- Meals included

---

**Your Itinerary**

06:30 - Depart Ukulhas
09:00 - Cruising and shark watching.
12:30 - Visit a Sandbank for Lunch
13:30 - Sandbank at leisure, snorkeling
15:00 - Return to Ukulhas
Sunset Fishing
Sunset fishing is fishing at leisure! Just before sunset, we will take you to the reef where thousands of reef fishes are ready to be caught, while you also witness a spectacular sunset from the boat. Our crew will guide you to get the best out of the trip.

Sunset Fishing
$80
Inquire
2-3 hours

Jigging / Popping
For more serious sports fishing enthusiasts, we also offer jigging and popping excursions. These trips come with dedicated equipment and with guides who have the experience and know how. Marlin and Tuna are almost always guaranteed.

Jigging / Popping
$450
$1000
Inquire
Half Day
Full Day

Fish for Dinner
Ask the Chef to prepare your catch for dinner Free.

Fish BBQ $20 per fish.
Night Snorkeling

In the dark, underwater is a totally different world. The neon glows of planktons, fishes standing still and the changing colors of the reef are an absolute bliss for anyone who loves to snorkel. Now that you have seen the reef at daylight, join us for a night snorkeling to see the difference.

|$140 | Inquire | 1-2 hours
Snorkeling with Shark and Rays

- Follow your guide at all times and stay with the rest of the group.
- Be careful of the tail or pectorals as getting too close is potentially dangerous.
- A recommended minimum distance of 4 meters is advised in most locations.
- No more than 6 tourists in a group.
- Never touch, chase or attempt to ride the animals. This can stress them and disturb them from their natural feeding behavior.
- Enter the water as quietly as possible so as not to scare the animal away.
- Be patient and wait for the sharks/rays to approach you. A good operator will try to position you in front of the animals so that you can watch them swim by.

Diving

Maldives offers an unbeatable underwater life. Ari Atoll, around you is renowned to be one of the best in Maldives. Crystal clear waters with good visibility and warm waters year round makes it the perfect spot for diving. The abundance of marine life from rare species of colorful coral, to sharks and manta rays, turtles and multicolored fishes makes it every diver’s dream.

Special dive packages and classes are offered from the Dive Center at the waterfront of Ukulhas. Feel free to drop by to organize your dive or let us know so we can help you find them.

Inquire about price.
Cooking Classes

The local cuisine is an interesting cuisine. It has evolved from the flavours and varieties of neighbouring countries with the influence of local cooking methods and styles. Join local masters of finest homemade cuisine and enjoy some unique local preparations.

| $ 30 | Inquire | 2-3 hours |

Kids

Paint a Canvas

Bring color to your imagination. Paint us a poster with your favorite colors. We will put it on our wall and put your name for everyone to see.
Price: Free

Sand Art

Make a nice art on the beach with your sand toys for everyone to see or until the wave has washed it off. If you are good, we will put it on our Instagram to make you famous.
Price: Free

Treasure Hunt

Join us for a great exploration adventure of Ukulhas and win amazing prizes. Get your parents to join you so everyone’s a winner.
Price: 10$ per child (minimum 3 children)

Swimming Class

If you want to learn to swim when you are in Ukulhas, join our swimming class and take a medal home. Our instructors will make sure your kids are well taken care of so you can have some peace of mind and relax.
Price: 25$ per child
**Sunset Dinner / BBQ**

For a food lover, a barbeque on the beach under the stars, enjoying the sounds of crushing waves at your feet is the perfect setting. We have an extensive seafood menu from prawns to octopus to lobster, from which you can choose your favourite. If you are a meat lover, we also have a culinary experience designed for you.

60 $  
2-3 hours

**Boat Hire**

Sometimes these islands and their beauty is best enjoyed when you have a boat to yourself. Rent a boat and hop from island to lagoon to sandbank. Swim, snorkel or eat at leisure. We will take care of everything else.

$ 300 per hour up to 3 hours, $ 50 each additional hour (conditions apply)
Sea Enthusiast
For the serious sea lovers.

Day 1
MANTA SNORKELING

Day 2
DOLPHIN WATCHING

Day 3
PICNIC ISLAND

Day 4
WHALESHPARK EXPEDITION / BOAT HIRE

$720 Each extra $310

4 hours
4 Day Itinerary

Lots of sun, fun and sand to enjoy.

$650  $220

Day 1
SNORKELING SAFARI
2-3 Snorkeling points

Day 2
MANTA SNORKELING
1 Manta point

Day 3
SANDBANK / DOLPHIN

Day 4
SUNSET DINNER

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

2-4 hours
Available all day (Preferably morning)

2-3 hours
Chances are better in the morning

2-3 hours
Conditions apply. Please Inquire.
3 Day Itinerary

For a normal stay we suggest these activities for you.

Day 1
SNORKELING SAFARI
3 Snorkeling points

Day 2
MANTA SNORKELING
1 Manta point

Day 3
PICNIC ISLAND
Choice of Rasdhoo Madivaru or Mathiveri Finolhu

- $450
  Each extra $180

- 2-4 hours
  Available all day (Preferably morning)

- 2-3 hours
  Chances are better in the morning

- 4-6 hours
  Lunch included

Conditions apply
Families
For the little big holiday makers.

Day 1 - Guided
House Reef Snorkeling & Tree Planting

Day 2
Manta Snorkeling & Cooking Class

Day 3
Paint on Canvas & Dolphin Cruise

Day 4
Picnic Island

$650 (max 4-5 persons)